
Helping your child to read

From Kinders to Year 6



OUR CHILDREN AS READERS

What do we want from our children?

• We want them to read for pleasure
• We want them to read fluently and with 

expression
• We want them to read for information
• We want them to read with comprehension



THE EARLY STAGES

Take time to . .  .

– Visit the local library
– Share nursery rhymes and songs to explore 

language
– Share bedtime stories
– Reread favourite books
– Read everything and anything



Model when Reading
• The writing tells the story not the pictures
• The left page comes before the right page
• Point to the words as you read and track from 

left to right
• Return sweep with your finger at the end of a 

line
• Draw attention to words written in capital letters 

and discuss why
• When reading a familiar story, leave out key 

words or phrases so that your child can join in



Reading requires 2 skills

Understanding

The ability to understand 
the meaning of words and 

sentences in a text.

The ability to understand the 
ideas, information and 

themes in a text.

Phonics and Word 
Recognition

The ability to blend letter 
sounds together to read 

words.

The ability to recognise 
letters and words in and 

out of context



Phonics and Word Recognition

• Listening to noises and discriminating 
between them
- environmental noises
- representing noises with words
- exploring alliteration
- continuing a rhyming string
- looking at facial expressions in the mirror
- I spy games
- initial sound lotto
- robot speak



Phonics and Word Recognition
• Linking sounds (phonemes) to letters 

(graphemes)
- look for letters of significance when out and 

about
– sounds are introduced in an order linked to 

the frequency with which they occur in English
s a t i p n

and the children use letter sounds not names



Decoding and Encoding

Reading and spelling skills are very closely 
linked.

rain sheep

cake



• Each sound (phoneme) is linked to an action
• www.jollylearning.co.uk/gallery/audio-2/ 

• Mr Thorne does phonics



Moving on . . 

At the end of Reception and in Years 1 and 
2…

• Pupils are taught phonics regularly in 
small groups

• They move on to learn digraphs, trigraphs
and split digraphs.

• They are taught rhymes instead of actions



Reading requires 2 skills

Understanding

The ability to understand 
the meaning or words and 

sentences in a text.

The ability to understand the 
ideas, information and 

themes in a text.

Phonics and Word 
Recognition

The ability to blend letter 
sounds together to read 

words.

The ability to recognise 
words in and out of 

context



Reading Strategies

Helpful hints for at home:

• Pause for 10
• Reread sentences for fluency, flow and 

understanding
• Use Reading Strategies poster



Reading Strategies



Understanding
Can your child do more than decode?

• Discuss vocabulary
• Ask literal questions
• Ask inference questions
• Encourage predictions
• Books on scheme as opposed to free 

reading
• Read to your child!



KS 2 Reading

• Each child progresses at their own pace
• It is NOT a race
• We want to encourage regular readers 

and confident readers
• Please don’t battle with children to get 

them to read
• Lead by example – if a child sees you 

reading for pleasure they will do the same



Some ideas to encourage 
reading

• Helping your child choose a book…
• Talk to your child about the books they like –

Horrid Henry/Wimpy Kid are OK – just not all the 
time

• Suggest books you enjoyed as a child – but 
don’t be too upset if they don’t like them!

• Use the ‘Rule of Thumb’ method…4 fingers and 
a thumb before the end of the page = too hard

• Swap books with friends / take their suggestions



More ideas…
• Try holding a D E A R time in your house – Drop 

Everything And Read - Everyone in the house stops and 
reads for a certain amount of time

• Allow your child to stay up a little later some nights as 
long as they are reading in bed

• Read to and with your child regularly – ‘bedtime’ stories 
and their own books – try and spend a little time with 
each child individually

• Suggest watching a movie once a child has read a book 
– age appropriate obviously!



Things you can do to help…
• Read with your child – share pages, help 

them finish the chapter - quality reading 
time 10 – 15 minutes, this is included in 
homework time!

• As often as possible read to your child 
every day –Visit the library, bookstore, 
amazon site together

• Question your child about what they have 
read / are reading ideas on the back of the 
reading record



These 3 things make an effective reader

Our aim is to encourage children to be proficient at all 3 areas in 
order to become an effective reader.



The latest Research…
A Recent international study of 10 year old children found…

• nearly all pupils who reported reading for fun outside 
school, daily or almost every day, had higher reading 
achievement than those reading for fun less frequently.

• Children who do not read frequently do not have the 
benefits that come with reading, and studies show that 
when struggling readers are not motivated to read, their 
opportunities to learn decrease significantly

• This can have a significant impact long term on exam 
results and accessing the full curriculum.



The	percentage	of	children	
and	young	people	who	say	
that	they	read	outside	
class	on	a	daily
basis	has	declined	in	the	
past	12	months	(Figure	5),	
dropping	back	to	a	level	
last
evidenced	in	2013.	



Any questions?

Thank you for coming – we hope the session has been useful.


